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Weekly market watch  
 
As at Friday November 8, 2019 

Equities 

Region / Country  
 
Index 

 
Close 

 
Net Change 

Performance 
Year-to-date 52-week 

Asia-Pacific  
Hong Kong  HSI  27,651.14 550.38 6.99% 8.00% 
India  BSE 30 40,323.61 158.58 11.80% 14.69% 
Japan  Nikkei  23,391.87 464.83 16.87% 5.13% 
Singapore  STI  3,264.30 34.87 6.37% 6.05% 
South Korea  KOSPI  2,137.23 37.03 4.71% 2.45% 
Taiwan  WSE 11,579.54 180.01 19.04% 17.80% 
Shanghai     COMPOSITE 2,964.19 5.99 18.86% 14.06% 
Europe 
France  CAC  5,889.70 127.81 24.50% 15.33% 
Germany  DAX  13,228.56 267.51 25.28% 14.74% 
Italy  FTSE MIB  23,534.49 600.17 28.44% 22.21% 
Russia  RTSI  1,468.17 45.25 37.38% 30.93% 
UK FTSE 100  7,359.38 56.96 9.38% 3.58% 
Americas 
Brazil  IBOV  107,629.00 (566.63) 22.46% 25.67% 
Mexico  IPC  43,702.23 (112.32) 4.95% -1.27% 
Nasdaq  CCMP  8,475.31 88.92 27.73% 14.42% 
US  S&P 500  3,093.08 26.17 23.39% 11.22% 
US   DOW  27,681.24 333.88 18.66% 6.51% 

 

Bonds 
  

Close 
Yield 

Week ago Month ago Year ago 
10 Year Gilt  0.7890 0.6630 0.4160 1.5650 
10 Year OAT 0.0230 -0.0690 -0.2560 0.8220 
10 Year Bund  -0.2630 -0.3820 -0.5940 0.4570 
10 Year Japan -0.0500 -0.1760 -0.2010 0.1220 
10 Year Treasuries  1.9417 1.7103 1.5289 3.2373 

 Base lending rates 
Prime Rates Latest  6 months ago  12 months ago  

US  4.75 5.50 5.25 
Canada  3.95 3.95 3.70 
Japan  1.48 1.48 1.48 
Britain  0.75 0.75 0.75 
ECB  0.00 0.00 0.00 
Switzerland  0.50 0.50 0.50 
Australia 0.75 1.50 1.50 
Hong Kong  5.38 5.38 5.38 

% change is for indication only; local currency except where stated. 
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Equity Markets 
US 
– U.S. stocks rallied Friday on rising optimism about the economic outlook, with all three major U.S. indexes closing at 

fresh record highs. The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 0.02% on Friday and 1.22% for the week to close at 
27,681.24. The S&P 500 index rose 0.26% on Friday and 0.85% on the week to 3,093.08. The Nasdaq Composite rose 
0.48% on Friday and 1.06% for the week to close to 8,475.31.   

– U.S. President Donald Trump denied on Friday a claim by Beijing that he was willing to roll back tariffs on Chinese goods 
as part of an interim trade deal. “They'd like to have a rollback. I haven't agreed to anything. China would like to get 
somewhat of a rollback, not a complete rollback, because they know I won't do it,” he said. “Frankly, they want to make a 
deal a lot more than I do.” On Thursday, Chinese Commerce Ministry spokesman Gao Feng had said: “In the past two 
weeks, top negotiators have had serious and constructive discussions on resolving issues of core concern. Both sides 
agreed to remove the additional tariffs imposed in phases as progress is made on the agreement. If China and the US 
reach a phase one deal, both sides should roll back existing additional tariffs in the same proportion simultaneously.” The 
mixed messages on tariffs came amid continued uncertainty when the details of the deal would be agreed and, if they 
are, where the agreement would be signed by Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping.  The “phase one” trade may not 
be signed until December, and may not happen at all, according to a Reuters report on Wednesday quoting Trump 
administration officials.  However, the odds still favor a deal, the sources said. The Chinese rejected a U.S. site for a 
possible signing ceremony and locations in Asia and Europe are being considered.  As part of the deal negotiations, the 
U.S. tariff rate increase to 30% from 25% on $250 billion of Chinese imports was postponed indefinitely and it is 
expected that the new 15% tariff on about $160 billion of goods due to take effect December 15 will also be postponed. 
Now, the 15% tariff on $110 billion of goods that went into effect on September 1 appears to be on the table.  

– U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross said it may not be necessary to place import tariffs on automobiles made in the 
European Union. “Our hope is that the negotiations we’ve been having with individual companies about their capital 
investment plans will bear enough fruit that it may not be necessary to put the 232 fully into effect, may not even be 
necessary to put it partly in effect,” Ross said in an interview with Bloomberg Television on Nov. 3, referring to Section 
232 of a 1962 U.S. trade law, under which the U.S. was considering imposing tariffs on auto imports seen as a threat to 
national security. “We’ve had very good conversations with our European friends, with our Japanese friends, with our 
Korean friends, and those are the major auto producing sectors,” Ross said.  The U.S. reached a deal with Japan last 
month that averted the tariffs, at least in the near term.  South Korea was exempted for any tariffs after it renegotiated the 
U.S.-Korean Free Trade Agreement last year.  

– The U.S. House of Representatives prepared to hold its first public hearings this week in the impeachment inquiry into 
the conduct of U.S. President Donald Trump. The most damning new evidence came earlier in this week, when U.S. 
Ambassador to the European Union Gordon Sundland changed his testimony on Tuesday and now says he told a 
Ukrainian official that a resumption of military aid was conditioned on the Kyiv government publicly announcing an 
investigation into the business dealings of Hunter Biden, the son to top Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden. 
This further strengthens the Democrats’ argument that Trump knowingly asked a foreign leader to help investigate a 
domestic political opponent, and used financial aid as leverage, which is illegal under U.S. law, and makes it more likely 
that the House will vote to impeach Trump. Trump has repeatedly denied that he demanded a quid pro quo for military 
aid to Ukraine. A House vote to impeach would essentially be an indictment, with guilt or innocence to be determined in a 
trial to take place in the Senate. Even if Trump is impeached by the House, it remains unlikely the impeachment would 
receive the two-thirds majority vote needed to convict and remove Trump from office, given the Senate is controlled by 
his Republican party, unless other more damaging revelations surface. 

– U.S. office machine maker Xerox has made a bid of about $33 billion to buy personal computer maker HP Inc., a 
company more than triple its size, Reuters reported Wednesday.  HP confirmed that Xerox had made a bid that it was 
actively considering but did not confirm the price. The companies had previously explored teaming up.  The Xerox bid 
comes after the company resolved its long-running dispute with joint venture partner Fujifilm, announcing Tuesday that it 
would sell its 25% stake in Fuji Xerox to Fujifilm for $2.3 billion, with the Japanese company agreeing to drop its lawsuit 
against Xerox.  

– Entertainment giant Disney reported that its fiscal fourth quarter profits sank due to the costs of its new video streaming 
service but were still better than expected.  The company’s adjusted earnings were $1.07 per share, down 28% from a 
year ago, but above analysts’ forecast of 96 cents. For the full fiscal year, net income was $10.4 billion, down 17% from 
the previous year. Disney announced the results just before this Tuesday’s launch of its Disney+ streaming service, for 
which it will charge only $7 per month.  Costs for the new service were high, with the company’s overall costs rising to 
$16.8 billion in the fourth quarter, up 50% from a year earlier. The results were supporting by its film business, which saw 
revenues rise to $3.3 billion, up 52%, led by its remake of The Lion King.  

– Chipmaker Qualcomm reported stronger-than-expected results in the fourth quarter of its fiscal year, dispelling some 
concerns about the impact of the U.S. ban on its sales to China’s Huawei.  Qualcomm reported revenue of $4.8 billion in 
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fourth quarter, down $1 billion from a year earlier but still $100 million above analysts’ expectations. Despite having no 
new orders from Huawei, previously one of its biggest customers, licensing revenue rose 4% to $1.16 billion.  However, 
chipset sales fell 22% to $3.6 billion.  

– U.S.-listed Chinese tech giant Alibaba will launch an $11 billion secondary listing in Hong Kong on Monday, November 
11, to coincide with Singles Day, the biggest online shopping day of the year, the Financial Times reported. The target 
was cut from the $20 billion the group hoped to raise in a listing earlier this year, but which was called it off in June due to 
the anti-government protests in Hong Kong.  The listing comes five years after the company’s record $25 billion debut in 
New York.  Singles Day is the largest retail sales day in Asia, with consumer having spent $45 billion in a 24-hour period 
last year.  Alibaba took in $30 billion by itself.  

– Shares in ride-hailing firm Uber fell to a new low last week after the end of the six-month lock-up period that kept early 
investors from selling their sales after the firm’s IPO this spring. The stock fell 9% to $25.58 per share, a 43% decline 
from its IPO price in May.  Analysts estimated that up to 90% of the company’s shares became available for trading on 
Wednesday.  Japan’s SoftBank has paper losses of more than $800 million on its 13% share of the company. Uber said 
Monday that it expected to begin turning a profit in 2021. Uber’s third quarter revenues rose 30% to $3.8 billion, while its 
net loss, including stock compensation, was $1.2 billion, down from the $5.2 billion shortfall in the second quarter, but up 
18% from a year earlier.  

UK

– The FTSE 100 fell 0.63% on Friday after Trump raised doubts about tariff cuts in the proposed U.S.-China trade deal.  
But the index still rose 0.78% on the week to close at 7,359.38.  

– UK politicians began their campaigns for the December 12 election, with the future of Brexit the key issue.  While UK 
Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s Conservative Party remains ahead in the polls, Nigel Farage said his Brexit party would 
contest more than 600 parliamentary seats, which analysts say could split the pro-Brexit vote with the Conservatives and 
so create an opening for opposition parties.  The Liberal Democrats have called for a new referendum on Brexit, while 
the Labour Party is simply calling for Brexit to be called off.  The new UK Parliament will have until the new EU deadline 
of January 31 to accept or reject the transition deal negotiated by Johnson. The old Parliament voted three weeks ago in 
favor of the general principles in the transition plan, suggesting there was then support then for approving the deal after 
considered debate.  The results of the December 12 vote will determine whether the new UK government will proceed 
with Johnson’s plan or chart a new course.    

– Moody’s lowered its outlook for the UK’s sovereign credit to negative on Friday, saying that Brexit “paralysis” had made 
government policies unpredictable, weakening the country’s institutions, with that weakening likely to persist after Brexit.  
In addition, the outlook for the British economy and the government’s fiscal strength had weakened due to Brexit 
uncertainty.  Fellow ratings agencies S&P and Fitch had already put the UK on negative watch for a possible ratings 
downgrade.  

– Rolls-Royce announced Thursday an additional 800 million pound in costs for the repairs to its Trent 1000 engine used in 
Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner, increasing total costs of the repairs between 2017 and 2023 to 2.4 billion pounds. In addition, 
the company will pay another 1.4 billion pounds to compensate customers and produce more spare engines.  The 
problems with the Trent 1000 will weigh on the company’s profits for the next several years.  

Europe (ex. UK) 

– On the continent, the Eurofirst 300 fell 0.27% on Friday to 1,588.91, breaking a five session winning streak, on renewed 
worries about the U.S.-China trade deal. Friday’s loss cut the weekly gain to 1.49%.  

– Ola Kallenius, the new chief executive of Daimler AG, the maker of Mercedes Benz luxury cars, plans to cut about of 10 
per cent of the company’s managers in Germany and up to 1,100 worldwide, according to letter send by supervisory 
board members to Daimler employees. The move is in response to the company’s profit warning last month, in which it 
said earnings this year would be “substantially below” the 11 billion euros recorded in 2018.  

– Deutsche Telekom posted stronger-than-expected results in the third quarter, with revenues growing 5%. It also raised 
its full-year earnings guidance by 200 million euros to 24.1 billion euros. The company posted quarterly revenues of 20 
billion euros for the first time in its history, as stronger sales in its T-Mobile USA unit offsetting declines in its German 
mobile business.  

– Commerzbank, Germany’s second largest financial institution, warned it would miss its full-year profit target despite 
posted stronger-than-expected third quarter results.  Third quarter operating profits rose 29% to 448 million euros, with 
revenues up 2% to 2.2 billion euros.  However, the bank, struggling with ultra-low interest rates, said Thursday that its 
net profit for the year would be lower than in 2018, a downgrade from the previous estimate for a small increase.  The 
bank is in the middle of a drastic cost-cutting program after the collapse of its merge talks with Deutsche Bank.  It is 
selling its stake in Polish lender mBank and plans to close 20% of its branches, cutting 2,300 jobs.  
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– German industrial conglomerate Siemens said that net income in its fiscal fourth quarter to end-September rose to 1.5 
billion euros, up 116% from the year-earlier period, due in large part to a smaller tax bill.  Still, fiscal 2019 net income fell 
8% to 5.6 billion euros, after 2018 was boosted by one-off divestments, such as the Osram lighting business. The 
company warned that the global economic slowdown would weigh on sales in coming months.  

– UniCredit, Italy’s largest bank, said third quarter profits rose 25.7% to 1.1 billion euros, higher than the 1 billion euros 
analysts expected.  Revenues rose 1.7% to 4.7 billion euros, above the 4.6 billion euros expected.  Given the strong 
quarterly results, the company said that it would buy back shares for the first time in a decade, sending its stock price up 
more than 5%.  

Japan 

– The Nikkei 225 index gained 0.26% on Friday to 23,391.87, rising for the fourth consecutive session, on a weaker yen 
exchange rate and Thursday’s Wall Street rally on Chinese government comments suggesting possible tariff cuts. Gains 
were limited by profit-taking. For the week, the index rose 2.37%, its fifth consecutive weekly gain.   

– Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has ordered his government to draft the first economic stimulus program since 2016, 
underlining growing worries about the outlook for global growth and the impact of the recent consumption tax hike. 
The size of the stimulus package has not yet been set, but it would combine a supplemental budget for the current 
fiscal 2019 year with spending plans that would seek to support the economy for the following two years.  The plan 
would include spending on reconstruction efforts following typhoon Hagibis, which caused extensive damage to 
eastern Japan.  

– The impact of the sales tax hike that took effect October 1 this year has been smaller than the previous sales tax hike in 
April 2014, according to the results of a Reuters’ survey released Friday.  More than 70% of companies surveyed said 
that the rush to buy before the tax hike and the fall-off in sales afterward were smaller than in 2014.  However, most 
businesses remained cautious about the outlook for consumer spending. The administration of Prime Minister Shinzo 
Abe raised the consumption tax rate to 10% from 8% to help reduce the country's massive government debt load, now 
over 200% of GDP. The 2014 tax hike, from 5% to 8%, caused a sharp contraction in consumer spending that led to an 
economic downturn.  

– Softbank Group reported its first quarterly loss in 14 years in the three months to September after sharp write-downs in 
the value of some of its high profile tech investments, including WeWork and Uber.  The company posted a loss of 704.4 
billion yen, about $6.5 billion, triple analysts’ expectation and well below the profit of $705.7 billion a year earlier. The 
company listed 537.9 billion yen in unrealized losses in its investment portfolio, with WeWork alone resulting in a 497.7 
billion yen write-down.  The losses call into question the investment of strategy of Masayoshi Son’s $100 billion Vision 
Fund even as he tries to raise money for a second, larger fund.  

– Automaker Toyota’s first half profits rose to an all-time high in the first half of the current fiscal year due to stronger sales 
in the U.S., the company announced Thursday. Net profits increased 1.2% in the July to September quarter to 592 billion 
yen, above analysts’ expectations for 528 billion yen.  For the first half of the year, net profit rose to 1.27 trillion yen as 
revenue rose 4.2% to 15.3 trillion yen. The company sold 2.75 million vehicles global during the fiscal second quarter, up 
2.5%, with sales growing in all its key markets. The company’s share prices rose on the good results and the news of a 
$1.8 billion share buyback plan.  

– Rakuten Inc. reported an operating profit of 1.1 billion yen in the third quarter, well below the 43.9 billion yen gain in the 
year earlier period, as heavy investment spending and large write-down on its investment in ride-hailing firm Lyft ate up 
most of its profit. Still, the positive profit was better than the 2.5 billion yen loss expected by analysts. The company 
booked a 103 billion yen write-down on its 11% share in Lyft due to the sharp decline of that company’s share price after 
its IPO this spring. In addition, Rakuten made significant investments in its e-commerce and mobile telephone 
businesses.  

– Honda Motor Co. slashed its annual profit and sales outlook to a four-year low due to a stronger yen exchange rate and 
weak sales in both India and North America, the company announced Friday.  Japan’s third-largest automaker now 
expects operating income of 690 billion yen in the fiscal year to March, the lowest since the fiscal year to March 2016, 
down from the previous forecast of 770 billion yen. In addition, the company cut its forecast for global vehicle sales to 
4,975,000 from 5,110,000 previously.  The company also announced a plan to buy back $915 million of its shares to 
support their price.  

Asia-Pacific (ex. Japan)  

– Mainland China's Shanghai Composite Index fell 0.49% on Friday to 2,964.1, on worries that tariffs would not be rolled 
back as much as hoped as part of any U.S.-China trade deal.  Friday’s loss cut the weekly gain to 0.20%.  

– Hong Kong's Hang Seng index fell 0.70% on Friday on concern about the outlook for tariff cuts in the U.S.-China trade 
deal.  But the index still rose 2.03% on the week to 27,651.14, its best gain in eight weeks.   
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– Taiwan's Taiex fell 0.23% on Friday on worries on the U.S.-China trade deal but still rose 1.58% on the week to 
11,579.54.  

– South Korea's Kospi fell 0.33% Friday, the first drop in seven sessions, as investors tried to lock in gains amid hopes for 
a U.S.-China trade deal and due to a strong won exchange rate. The index still rose 1.76% on the week to close to 
2,137.23.  

– The Singapore Straits Times Index fell 0.65% on Friday on renewed U.S.-China trade worries.  But the index still rose 
1.08% on the week to close at 3,264.30 on hopes for an easing of trade tensions.  

Emerging Markets  

– Brazil's Bovespa fell 1.78% on Friday to 107,628.98, after former leftist president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva was released 
from prison on Friday after a Supreme Court ruling that convicts can remain free until they’ve exhausted their appeals. 
Lula is now free to engage in political activities amid fears he will unite the left and undo pro-business reforms of 
President Jair Bolsonaro. Lula was jailed last year after being convicted of taking bribes. The real exchange rate fell 
more than 1% on Friday, adding to losses during the week. Friday’s loss pushed the index down 0.52% for the week, 
erasing gains earlier in the week on hopes for a U.S.-China trade deal.  

– Mexico's IPC fell 0.95% on Friday, on renewed worries about the U.S.-China trade deal after Trump said he hadn’t 
agreed to cut tariffs. Friday’s loss pushed the index down 0.26% on the week to 43,702.23.  

– India's BSE 30 fell 0.81% on Friday after Moody’s Investors Service warned about the country’s growth outlook and cut 
its ratings outlook for the country to negative. This reduced the weekly gain to 0.39% on the week to 40,323.61.  

– Russia's RSTI fell 1.27% on Friday but still rose 0.87% for the week to close at 1,468.17.    

Alternative Assets 

– Oil futures prices rose on Friday as the number of oil drilling rigs in operation in the U.S. fell for the third consecutive 
week to 684, down 202 from a year earlier, helping push prices up for the week.  December West Texas Intermediate 
(WTI) crude rose 0.2% on Friday and 1.9% on the week to $57.24 per barrel. The January Brent crude contract on 
London’s ICE Futures Exchange closed the trading period at $62.51 a barrel, up 0.4% on Friday and 1.3% on the week. 

– Gold futures prices fell on Friday on gains in U.S. stock prices due to growing optimism about the economic outlook. 
Prices fell 3.2% for the week, the largest weekly loss in two years.  December gold futures fell 0.2% on Friday to 
$1,462.90 per ounce, falling below the psychologically important $1,500 level for the week, and closing at the lowest 
level since August 2.    

Fixed Income 
US 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Treasuries rose to 1.9417% on Friday from 1.7103%, as the investors’ more optimistic 
outlook for the economy caused them to sell bonds and buy riskier assets like stocks. 

– Chicago Fed President Charles Evans on Wednesday said the Fed will pause to monitor incoming data and look to 
have inflation rise to meet the Fed's symmetric target. "Policy is in a good place," Evans said to reporters after a 
Council on Foreign Relations event in New York City. Evans, a voter on the policy-making Federal Open Market 
Committee this year, said "the economy is in a good place right now. The consumer is very strong. The data reflect 
that." Evans emphasized that the Fed needs to do better to achieve its 2% symmetric inflation objective. "We have 
not strongly defended our symmetric target,” he said. "Are we in a pause? I think we are always going into a 
meeting thinking about how the data are," Evans said, noting slowing global growth, trade uncertainty, and low 
inflation. "I will be looking at inflation quite a lot." Evans' comments were his first in public since the Fed delivered 
its third rate cut of the year last week. The Fed has signaled that the most recent cuts will be it for now and the Fed 
will remain data dependent. "At the moment it looks like the slowdown in manufacturing is not affecting the 
economy in a broad level," Evans said. "The labor market has been strong." 

– Atlanta Federal Reserve President Raphael Bostic said Thursday that he is comfortable with the current stance of 
monetary policy in the face of "gathering storm clouds" that include trade policy and slowing global growth. "I am 
fairly comfortable standing pat with policy and strongly favor weighing the incoming data, both macro and micro, 
over the coming months before deciding on any further adjustments," Bostic said in prepared remarks for the 
Money Marketeers of New York University. "I do think that the economy today is on a solid footing and is likely to 
remain so," Bostic said. Bostic said that the unemployment rate is near historic lows and inflation is "more or less 
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at target." Bostic, who is not an FOMC voter this year, noted in his first public remarks since the Fed's decision to 
cut interest rates last week to a band of 1.50% to 1.75% that the labor market is doing well. "[L]abor market 
conditions are tight. In contrast to earlier in the recovery, wage growth has moved up moderately, though perhaps 
not as much as some would expect given a very low unemployment rate." Bostic said the current economic 
environment is "one marked by heightened uncertainty surrounding trade tensions and tariffs." "Regarding trade 
policy uncertainty, the feedback I receive and the survey evidence my staff analyzes suggest that it is largely a 
nonissue for most firms," Bostic said. "Trade policy's impact on the business sector as a whole remains modest." 

– The ISM Non-manufacturing PMI edged higher in October following September's decline, data released Tuesday 
showed. After plummeting to the lowest level since August 2016 in September, the ISM Non-manufacturing index 
rose 2.1 points to 54.7, surpassing market expectations projecting a rise to 53.4. All the main four sub-indicators 
saw a monthly increase with Employment (up 3.3 points to 53.7) seeing the largest month-on-month gain, followed 
by New Orders (up 1.9 points to 55.6), Business Activity (up 1.8 points to 57.0) and Supplier Deliveries (up 1.5 
points to 52.5). However, all remaining indices registered a monthly decrease, with Order Backlogs (-5.5 points to 
48.5) seeing the sharpest decline, while Prices (-3.4 points to 56.6), Inventories (-2.5 points to 50.5), Exports (-2 
points to 50), Inventory Sentiment (-1 point to 57) and Imports (-0.5 point to 48.5) fell at a softer pace. The Order 
Backlogs and the Imports indicator are the only components registering below the 50-mark, with the former hitting 
the lowest level since December 2016 and the latter dropping to an eight-month low. 

UK 

– The yield on 10-year Gilts rose to 0.7890% at the end of last week from 0.6630% the week before as investors sold 
bonds on an improved outlook for the global economy.   

– The Bank of England Monetary Policy Committee took a step down the path to policy easing at its November meeting, 
with two members voting for a rate cut and the Monetary Policy Report (MPR) showing weak near-term growth and 
subdued inflation pressure. The BOE analysis found evidence of a softening labor market and the risks to its growth 
projections were assumed to be to the downside. Against this backdrop both MPC members Michael Saunders and 
Jonathan Haskel voted for an immediate 25-basis-point cut, with BOE Governor Mark Carney setting out the criteria 
under which easing would be justified. Carney saw a case for policy easing if the assumptions underpinning the MPC's 
central forecast did not crystallize. The central forecast was conditioned on stabilization in global growth and on the 
adoption of a Brexit deal struck by Prime Minister Boris Johnson for a free trade deal with the European Union. "If global 
growth fails to stabilize or if Brexit uncertainties remain entrenched, monetary policy may need to reinforce the expected 
recovery in UK GDP growth and inflation," Carney said. However he said that if events do play out in line with the MPC's 
central projections, the committee's collective view was still that limited tightening would be justified. The BOE's detailed 
analysis highlighted the mounting obstacles to UK recovery. The MPC said that the risks to the growth forecast lie to the 
downside for the next couple of years and the committee found evidence that the labor market has turned. "Employment 
growth has slowed and pay growth is likely to fall back in the near term," the MPC said in its Monetary Policy Summary. 
The MPC's projections showed the jobless rate edging up to 4.0% in 2020 from 3.9% at the end of this year. On a 
constant rate assumption, inflation was shown holding below the 2.0% target until Q2 2022, and reaching 2.0% in Q3 
2021 on the assumption of one 25-basis-point cut next year. These forecasts suggest than any materialization of 
downside risks could be enough to tilt the scales to easing.  

Europe (ex. UK) 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Bunds rose to -0.2630% last Friday from -0.3820% the previous week, as investors’ 
concerns about the growth outlook eased.  

– Eurozone retail sales edged up 0.1% in September from a month earlier, easing from the 0.6% increase in August. Non-
food trade growth slowed to 0.1% from 0.7% the month before, as sales growth eased for pharmaceutical and medical 
goods (+0.6% vs. +1.4%) and mail orders and e-commerce (+0.2%  vs. +0.9%). In addition, there were declines in sales 
of computer equipment, books and other (-1% vs. 1%), textiles, clothing, footwear (-0.6% vs. 1.3%) and electrical goods 
and furniture (-0.2% vs. 0.9%).  Sales of food, drinks, tobacco fell 0.4% (vs. 0.5% in August) while fuel sales rose 0.4% 
(vs. flat reading in August). Retail sales rose 3.1% in September compared to the same month a year earlier, 
accelerating from 2.7% in August.  

– German manufacturing orders rose by 1.3% in September from a month earlier, the first monthly increase in orders since 
June. The September gain more than offset the revised 0.4% fall in August and well above market expectations for a 
0.1% gain.  Both domestic (+1.6%) and foreign orders (+1.1%) rose during the month. New orders from countries outside 
the Eurozone increased by 3%, while those from the Eurozone fell 1.8%. Orders rose for both capital goods (+3.1%) and 
consumer goods (+0.8%), but declined for intermediate goods (-1.5%). 
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– German industrial production dropped 0.6% in September compared to the previous month, reversing the upwardly 
revised 0.4% gain in August and a larger decline that the 0.4% drop expected by analysts. The decline was led by output 
of capital goods (-1.5%) intermediate goods (-1.3%) and consumer goods (-0.5%). Energy production rose 2.0% while 
construction output increased 1.8%. Compared to a year earlier, industrial output fell 4.3% in September, a large decline 
than the 3.9% contraction posted in August. 

– German seasonally adjusted exports rose a stronger-than-expected 1.5% in September above the 0.5% gain forecast by 
economists. Seasonally adjusted imports rose 1.3%. The German trade surplus rose to 19.2 billion euros from 18.7 
billion euros in August. 

Japan 

– The yield on 10-year Japanese Government Bonds fell to -0.0500% from -0.1760% a week earlier, as investors sold 
bonds and bought stocks on a more optimistic outlook.     

– Bank of Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda has clarified that there is a downward bias in policy rates through new forward 
guidance, saying the bank's policy is "further tilted" towards monetary accommodation. Despite the bank's current 
monetary easing policy, however, Kuroda told reporters that the BOJ needed to prevent super long-term interest rates 
from falling excessively, as falls would erode investment returns for life insurance firms and pension funds. “Short and 
medium-term interest rates are more effective in stimulating economic activity and prices," Kuroda told reporters after 
addressing business leaders in Nagoya.  He also said if the government increased the issuance of longer Japanese 
government bonds it would prevent super long-term interest rates from falling. Fiscal policy would then have a greater 
impact under the yield curve control policy which continues to restrict a rise in JGB yields. 

– Several Bank of Japan Board members considered further policy easing in September amid concerns about momentum 
in achieving price stability targets, according to the minutes of the September BOJ Board meeting released on 
Wednesday. "Members shared the view that, while slowdown in overseas economies continued to be observed and their 
downside risks seems to be increasing, it was becoming necessary to pay close attention to the possibility that the 
momentum toward achieving the price stability target would be lost," the minutes from the meeting held on September 
18-19 revealed. Several members were of the view that, "it was important to make assessments while taking into 
consideration the results of the BOJ Tankan and the reports that would be made at the meeting of general managers of 
the BOJ's branches, together with other indicators, and that the BOJ should not have any preconceptions at this point 
regarding its assessment." However, concerns over the outlook for the price momentum, and the need for more easing 
were allayed by the outcome of the Tankan survey, which showed solid capital investment plans. 

– The Bank of Japan's Consumption Activity Index posted a second straight monthly gain in September, up a real 3.6% on 
a seasonally adjusted basis, following a downwardly revised gain of 2.6% (previously +3.1%) in August and a revised fall 
of 1.8% in July, data released Friday showed. The index for the third quarter rose 0.8% on a quarterly basis, accelerating 
slightly from +0.7% (revised from +0.9%) in the second quarter. The BOJ believes the index underlines its latest 
assessment that "private consumption has been increasing moderately, albeit with fluctuations, against the background 
of steady improvement in the employment and income situation." However, it also sees consumer spending, which 
accounts for about 60% of the total domestic output, as lacking momentum as incomes are only rising slowly. Recent 
data showed the front-loaded rise in demand before the sales tax hike on Oct. 1, but the scale was less than before the 
previous tax hike in 2014.  

– Japan's average monthly spending per household increased 9.5% on a yearly basis in September, a survey released by 
Japan's Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications showed Friday. Spending by households with two or more 
people surged 9.5% y/y from the previous month's 1.0% gain, posting a tenth straight y/y rise. The increase came in 
higher than the MNI survey median of a 7.8% y/y gain. September's surge was a result of higher expenditure on major 
items. Spending on food increased 3.4% from August's 1.8% growth, and fuel, lighting and water charges jumped by 
9.5% from the previous 7.9% drop. The average real income of households with salaried workers dropped 0.4% y/y, the 
survey showed.  

– Japan's average wages rose 0.8% year-on-year in September following a 0.1% fall in August, with real wages now back 
in positive territory, preliminary data released Friday by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare showed. In real terms, 
average wages rose 0.6% year-on-year in September, the first rise in nine months following a 0.5% fall in August. Total 
CPI minus impute rents rose 0.3% year-on-year in September, matching August. Base wages, the key to a steady 
recovery in cash earnings, rose 0.5% in September from a year earlier, the third straight rise after rising 0.1% the 
previous month. Overtime pay was unchanged in September following a 0.1% rise in August. Bonuses and other special 
pay rose 14.2% year-on-year in September, for the first rise in three months following a 4.8% fall in August.  
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Source: Market News International 

The information is based on management forecasts and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to 
change. In preparing this document, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information 
available from public sources or which was provided to us by or on behalf of the potential investor or which was otherwise reviewed by us. No responsibility can 
be accepted for errors of fact or opinion.  
Past performance and any forecasts are not necessarily a guide to future or likely performance. You should remember that the value of investments can go 
down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of the overseas investments to rise or fall. 
The information contained in this document is provided for information purpose only and does not constitute any solicitation and offering of investment products.  
Potential investors should be aware that such investments involve market risk and should be regarded as long-term investments. 
Derivatives carry a high degree of risk and should only be considered by sophisticated investors. 
The investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable to all investors. The information contained in this document is provided for reference only and 
does not constitute any investment advice. Investors are advised to seek independent advice before making any investment decision. Past performance is not 
indicative of future performance. Investment involves risk and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Please read the relevant offering 
document carefully, in particular fund features and the risks involved in investing in the fund. 
Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited is regulated by the SFC. Non-Hong Kong residents are responsible for observing all applicable laws and 
regulations of their relevant jurisdictions before proceeding to access the information contained herein. The document has not been reviewed by the SFC and 
may contain information of non-SFC authorized funds. Issued by Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited. 


